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Abstract 
Let ~I2(R, S) be the class of all (0, l, 2)-matrices with a prescribed row sum vector R 
and column sum vector S. A (0, 1,2)-matrix in N2(R,S) is defined to be parsimonious 
provided no (0, 1,2)-matrix with the same row and column sum vectors has fewer 
positive entries. In a parsimonious (0, 1,2)-matrix A there are severe restrictions on the 
(0, 1)-matrix A<,' which records the positions of the l's in A. Brualdi and Michael ob- 
tained some necessary ithmetic conditions for a set of matrices to serve simultaneously 
as the l-pattern matrices for parsimonious matrices in a given class. In this paper, we 
provide a direct construction that proves that these conditions are also suffi- 
cient. © 1999 Elsevier Science lnc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let O~[2(R , S) be the class of all (0, 1,2)-matrices with row sum vector R and 
column sum vector S. Let A be a matrix in oA2(R, S). Then A admits a unique 
decomposit ion 
A = A 0',~ + 2A ',2'', (1.1) 
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where A Ill and A f2) are (0, 1)-matrices. We call A 0) the 1-pattern matrix of A 
and AI2) the 2-pattern matrix of A. 
A (0, 1,2)-matrix A is parsimonious if and only if A has the smallest number 
of positive entries among all (0, 1,2)-matrices in ~2(R, S). Then each of the 
following conditions is equivalent to the parsimony of A: 
A has the largest number of O's, (1.2) 
A has the smallest number of l's, (1.3) 
A has the largest number of 2's, (1.4) 
among all (0, l, 2)-matrices in oA2(R,S). 
A (0, 1)-matrix is called a constellation matrix if each 1 is either the only 1 in 
its row or the only 1 in its column. 
Brualdi and Michael [1] have shown that for every parsimonious matrix A in 
~I2(R, S), the l-pattern matrix A 01 is a constellation matrix. We denote by 
~0)(R,S) = {A(l): A E ¢~[2(R,S) andA is parsimonious}. 
Let C be a constellation matrix, p and q be integers with p ~> 2 and q ~> 2. A 
horizontal constituent KLp of C is the collection of the l's in a row with exactly p
l's. A vertical constituent Ku, t of C is the collection of the 1 's in a column with 
exactly q l's. An ambiguous constituent Kt,l of C is a 1 which is the only l in 
both its row and its column, and hence is a constituent with no clearly defined 
orientation. The size of a constituent is the number of its l's. A constituent is
even or odd according as its size is even or odd. We do not distinguish between 
constituents of the same type if they have the same size. The configuration of C 
is the multiset of constituents of C of all types. 
Definition 1 ([1]). A collection W of constellation matrices is class-compatible 
provided there exists a pair (R, S) such that each C in cg has the same 
configuration of constituents a  some matrix in the set ~(lt(R, S). We then say 
the pair (R, S) affords the collection ,~,. 
Definition 2 ([1]). A collection ~ of constellation matrices is arithmetically 
compatible provided there exist nonnegative integers/9, 2, and v such that each 
constellation matrix in c~ has p l's, has 2 rows with an odd number of l's, and 
has v columns with an odd number of l's. We call p, 2, and v the arithmetic 
invariants of oK. 
Definition 3 ([1]). Let c6 be a collection of constellation matrices each of which 
has exactly d odd constituents. Then ~ is orientable provided there exist 
nonnegative integers dh and dv with 
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d = & + dv (1.5) 
such that each constellation matrix in cg has at most dh odd horizontal con- 
stituents and at most at,, odd vertical constituents. 
It follows from [1] that c£ is orientable if and only if for each constellation 
matrix in cg it is possible to assign one of the two orientations, horizontal and 
vertical, to each of its ambiguous constituents so that the resulting configu- 
ration has dh odd horizontal constituents and at,, odd vertical constituents. 
2. Arithmetic compatibility of constellation matrices 
We start with some results of Brualdi and Michael [1]. 
Theorem 2.1. I ra  collection ~ of constellation matrices & class-compatible, then 
is also arithmetically compatible. 
Theorem 2.2. ff an orientable collection (~ of constellation matrices is 
arithmetically compatible, then (~ is class-compatible. 
As generalizations of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, Brualdi and Michael 
[1] posed the following problem. 
Problem 2.3. Let ~ be a collection of constellation matrices. Does either of the 
following two statements hold? 
(i) If ~ is arithmetically compatible, then ~,' is class-compatible. 
(ii) If c6~ is class-compatible, then ~ is orientable. 
Brualdi and Michael [1] have given an example to show that (i) and (ii) can 
not be true. In this paper, we shall prove that the case (i) is valid. Thus the 
converse of Theorem 2.1 holds, and the hypothesis of orientability in Theorem 
2.2 is unnecessary. 
Lemma 2.4 ([1]). Let ~ be an arithmetically compatible collection of constellation 
matrices with arithmetic invariants p, 2, and v. Then 
p - 2 -= v (mod 2). (2.1) 
Moreover, the invariant 
d = 2 + v -  p (2.2) 
equals the number of odd constitue.nts in any constellation matrix in c~. 
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Theorem 2.5. I f  a collection cg o f  constellation matrices is arithmetically 
compatible, then c£ is class-compatible. 
Proof. Suppose that the integers p, )~, and v are the arithmetic invariants of ~. 
Then the number of odd constituents in any constellation matrix in cg is 
d=2+v-p .  
We orient the ambiguous constituents of each constellation matrix C in cg so 
that 
d = d~ + d~, 
where C has d e odd horizontal constituents and has d~ odd vertical constitu- 
ents. 
We denote by 
dh = max{d~: C E ~ and d = d~ + dv~}, 
dh -- n = min{~: C E c6 and d = d~ + d~C}, 
dv = min{d~: C C ~ and d = d~ + d~}. 
Therefore 
d=dh +dv 
and 
dh + n = max{dC: C C c~ and d = d~ +dC}. 
Then the collection c~ can be partitioned into n + 1 pairwise disjoint orientable 
subsets c~0, ~, . . . ,  ~,, such that 
~ = ~0 U c~l U . . .  U c~.. 
If some subset contains no constellation matrix in cg, we denote it by 4~. 
Following Theorem 2.2, each subset cgk (k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n) is class-compatible, 
and the corresponding number of odd horizontal constituents and the number 
of odd vertical constituents are 
(A, dr), (A  - 1,dv + 1) , . . . ,  (dh - n,dv + n). 
Let Cm be any constellation matrix in ~m (m = 0, l , . . . ,n ) .  Then C,, has 
dh--m odd horizontal constituents and dv + m odd vertical constituents. It
follows from [1] that the total number of l's in the horizontal constituents i  
v - (dv  + m) and the total number of l's in the vertical constituents is 
,~ - (dh -- m) for each Cm in %,. 
Suppose that Cm has e,, even horizontal constituents and f,, even vertical 
constituents. Let the sizes of its horizontal constituents be 
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2p(1)  + l , . . . , 2p(  dh - m ) + l , 2p(  dh - m + l ) , . . . , 2p(  & - m + em ), 
and the sizes of  its vertical constituents be 
2q(1)+l , . . . ,2q(dv+m)+l ,  2q(d , ,+m+l) , . . . ,2q(d ,+m+f , , ) .  
From [1], we have 
p(1) +p(2)  + . +p(dh -- m + em) - -  p - -  )~ 
2 
and 
q(1)+q(2)+ "+q(d~+m+fm)= p-v  
2 
Let O, I and J denote, respectively, a zero matrix, an identity matrix, and an 
all l 's matrix• Let M denote the matrix obtained from a matrix M by re- 
placing each 0 with a 2. Consider the matrix 
B,, = [ , (2.3) 
where 
and 
x., 2 J -X~ 0 
d h - m 
}dh -- m 
}(p - / . ) /2 
x~ = 
• " ' 1 
2 
0 
. . .2  
Y 
(p-~)/2 
2 
l ..1 
2./ 
1 . . .1  0 
0 1. - -1 
O. • .0 
} dh -m 
(p  - ;012 
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where row i of Xm has p(/) consecutive l 's for i = 1,2, . . . ,  dh -- m + e,,. Here 
the matrix Arm is different from the matrix X of Brualdi and Michael [1]. By a 
similar construction we can produce the matrix B+". 
Let ~[2(Rm,Sm) be the class which contains Bin. As in Ref. [1], the matrix 
B~, is a parsimonious matrix in ~/2(Rm,Sm), and the 1-pattern matrix B~ / has 
the same configuration of constituents as the constellation matrix C,,. Thus 
we may write 
(p-~.)yz,~ 
B,.= 
(p--v~ 
#,+m (p--v)~ I (p-.-~t)/z (~t)/z ~,-m 
[ ~ I" l 0 [2 1"I 2 0 0 '. 25 ""I 1 
'i I 2 2 ... 2 0 ... 0 .0....0 
0 
(2.4) 
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We obtain the following form from Bm 
55 
:::::!:::::i:ti~!:!:::~!!!i+i!!t!:i: ~!~!~]!~!:!|:!~i~!~!~!~i:i~i:!:!:i~i:!|~!:!~!:!:!:i~!~i~!~!~!~i:!~:!:i~i~i~i:i~!:i~ :i:i:i:] :!: :i:i:! i:!:! :i:i:i:il! :!:!:!:!:!: f !: :::: ::.i:! 
~w 
~w 
• . . . . .  
1 i!iii!i 
! ~i!i~! 
1 iiii!i: O 
2 ~ ~!ii~ii 
! i:ii:i 2 
i:i:i:! : 0 0 
!!!ii!! 
i:!:i:! ".1 i 
iiiiiii o 
:.:.: 1 0 
l iiiiii! 
0 ::::::: 0 
'" ! iiiiiii 21 ! 
0 i ':+:" 
:::::: : 2 2 
iiiiiill 
iiiiii! ' .a~ 
!i:ii! 2 
I:::::: 1 2 
I~, o !!!i!ili:i o 
1"1 0 1"1 2 
O '" 2. l  " .  P 
0 I I  2 I'"I 
2 ... 2 0 ... 0 0 ,.. 0 2 ... 2 0 . . .  0 
O 
P i -gn  
(2.5) 
Delete the last m rows and the last n - m columns of  the form (2.5), and fill 
in the shadow as fol lows to obtain the matrix Din: 
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,/k-n, 
Pl < 
0)--~.)/2 +1 < 
D.= 
O~--v),2 < 
O~-v~< 
a~ n (l~--v).'2+l (p--~)g2 (I)--~)/2 4 -n  
A 
• ¢ j  
0 1 '1  O 
| 1 2 
2/  0 
2 1'"1 
0 ... 0 2 - .  2 0 . . .0  
O 
(2.6) 
Let 9.I2(R,S) be the class which contains Din. The matrix Dr, is a parsimo- 
nious matrix in 9.12(R, S) of the form (2.6). It follows from Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6) that 
D~ 1 has the same configuration of constituents as B~>. Thus D~> has the same 
configuration of constituents as Cm. Therefore the collection cK is class-com- 
patible, and the pair that affords rg is 
R= (;.. • ,dv - -dh+p+3+2n, . . . ,  . . . .  dv - -dh+p+ 1 + 2n, . . . ,  
Y 
d h -n  n 
; . . ,dv -dn  + p + 2 + 2n,. . . .  ~..,2dv + l + 2n,. . . ,  
]+(~T-;)/2 lp-,.~/2 
~. . ,p -v+ I , . . . , ; . . ,  I , . . . , )  
(9-,0/2 a, 
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S= Q..,dh dv+p+3, . . . ,~ . . ,dh -dv+p+l  . . . .  , 
. .  . ,dh - dv + p + 2, .  . .  , ~. . ,2dh + 1 , . . . ,  
• J 
Y 
I +(;~--v)/2 (p 2)/2 
. . . ,p -~+ 1,...; 1,. ) 
• ~ ' "y  "'2 ' 
( p --  *:.,/2 d h - -n  
(2.7) 
E~ 
For example, Bruaidi and Michael [l] listed three constellation matrices Cj, 
C2 and C3 that are arithmetically compatible with arithmetic invariants p = 5, 
£=v=3.  
G= 0 ' 
1 
o o  
C2= 0 0 ' 
1 1 
1 1 1 0] 
C3= 0 0 0 1 . 
0 0 0 1 
Then the number of odd constituents in each collection matrix is 
d=2+v-p=l .  
From Theorem 2.5 and the form (2.7), the collection ¢" = {G,C2,  C3} is 
class-compatible and the pair (R,S) that affords g is 
R =S= (7,8,8,3,3). 
Moreover, from Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6), we obtain the parsimonious matrix Dm in 
oA2(R,S) for which the 1-pattern matrix D2) has the same configuration f 
constituents as the constellation matrix C,, (m = 1,2, 3). 
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C1 "--~ BI  = 
{K3.1 ,KI.2 } 
2 2 2 1 1 
2 22  02  
102 
1 2 0 O 
100  
222 1 1 
222  02  
1 0 2 O 
120  
C2 ---+ B2 = 
{KI.I ,K2. i ,K1.2 } 
201 
110 
0 2 0 ~ D2 - -  
O 
C 3 ---+ B 3 = 
{KI,3 ,K21 } 
22 11  
2 2 0 2 
2 2 20  
10 O 
12  
1 
0 
0 ---+ D3 = 
-~  2 2 1 1 
2 2 0 2 
.... 1 0 0 
3. Binary relations on constellation matrices 
Brualdi and Michael [1] introduced three binary relations on the collection 
of all constellation matrices as follows: 
C ~a C' provided {C, C'} is arithmetically compatible, 
C ~ C' provided {C, C'} is class-compatible, 
C ~"o C' provided {C, C'} is orientable. 
Note that each of these binary relations is reflexive and symmetric. The 
relation ""a is transitive and hence is an equivalence r lation. It follows from [1] 
that the relation ~o is not transitive. Therefore Brualdi and Michael [1] posed 
the problem "Is the binary relation ~c is transitive?". We obtain the following 
result from Theorem 2.5 and thus answer the question. 
Theorem 3.1. The binary relation "~c is transitive. 
For related subjects ee Refs. [2-5]. 
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